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Students, sex and AIDS: 'It
will never happen to me'
AIDS continues to spread among young heterosexuals
by Ann Marie Sikes
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Breaking up is hard to do.
Twenty-one-year-old Jannett
Sanders knows this all too well.
The UCF student found herself
single again, after a two-year monogamous relationship with her
boyfriend ended two months ago.
Sanders, who wished toprot.ect
her identity, worries how long it

will be before she finds the right
person for her. She wonders how
many sexual partners she will be
with before she finds him.
Today, finding the right guy is
only one worry Sanders will have
to deal with along the way.
AIDS has become an increasingly dangerous threatamongcollege students. AIDS awareness
among them remains just as uncertain as finding a cure for the

ELECTRIFYING

.

disease.
With Florida quickly accumulatingAIDS patients, the threat of
the disease hastily creeps closer to
university students and others.
But the question arises as to
whetheruniversitystudentsknow
and care enough to take precautions when having sex.
UCFhas two AIDS awareness
programs on its campus aimed at
educating people on the AIDS vi-

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Donald Edward White,
known to many in the University of Central Florida theater
department as "Papa Don," died
April 6.
White began attending the
University of Central Florida in
1979attheageof48.Hedecided
to pursue his interest in technical theater and earned his degree at UCF.
After graduation, the university employed him as production manager for the theater.
Working there gave him an opportunity to use his creativity
and attention to detail.
White was always very
proud of the accomplishments
of the students he supervised.
He admired and respected
their talent, vitality and enthusiasm. The students felt the
same way about him.
UCF student and theater
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with base their opinions on false
stereotypes, such as only homo.sexuals and drug users get the
disease. ''I try to bust the st.ereotypes people have," she said.
UCFssecondAIDSawareness
program is the Responsible Educationin Campus Health.REACH
became an organization on campus in 1990. Members routinely
visit classrooms, fraternities, sororities and other campus organizations. Trained peer educators
like Katherine Woody conduct
AIDS and sexually transmitt.ed
disease presentations on campus
about twice a month.
In addition, the Wellness Center distributes condoms to those
AIDS continued page 3

Theater remembers Papa Don
by Heather Asche

•

rus and practicing safe sex.
Sharon Douglass, executive
director of the UCF HIV/AIDS
Institute, said most students take
thepositionthattheyknowenough
about the disease to get by. She
said most students she has dealt

..

major Hope Howard said, "Papa
White involved himself in
Don was totally for the students several community theater
and their ideas. If something groups in Cleveland. Commuwent wrong or if you had a prob- nity theaters ofOhio named him.
lem, we all knew that we could "Best Actor." He worked at
go to him to fix it."
Karamu Theater where h e
White was born
acted, directed
in Cleveland, Ohio ========~ and worked as
on March 14, 1931.
"Papa Don was house manager.
During his chilc~.In his spare time
totally ror the he did radio spots
hood he often spent
the summers in
students ... "
an~ "voice overs."
New York City with
White moved to
his aunt and uncle
Orlando in 1978.
at a Broadway the- Hope Howard He enjoyed listenater. There his obTHEATER MAJOR
ing
to
jazz
session with live
instrumentals
theater began.
and the recordShortly after graduating from ings of Billie Holiday, reading
high school,· the U.S. Army scripts and spending time with
drafted him. He served in Ko- family and friends.
rea. During that time, White
The Stage, a theater in Wintook a European discharge and ter Park, is planning to dedispent a year in Germany work- cate a show to the memory of
ing for Radio Free Europe. He Don White. White co-founded
returned to Cleveland and The Stage with Lyn Ellison,
worked for the public school
WHITE continued page 3
system.

BASA raises funds to save student's life
by Bill Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Debra Kemnitz and Terry Waldorff, seniors majoring
in electrical engineering, work on an electrical car
·10 enter in a competition. c0eHoog1FurnRE)

:

.
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Every year members of the Hispanic-American Student Association of UCF hold a party.
The party, scheduled from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Saturday in the Student Center Auditorium,
has an important purpose.
The purpose is to aid Kristie Willis, a 21year-old Orlando resident suffering from Cystic Fjbrosis and in need of a double lung transplant operation.
HASA President Miguel Torregrosa heard
about Willis' situation at the April Knights
Roundtable a monthly meeting held with-representatives of UCF clubs and organizations.
Torregrosa contacted a number of other campus groups and organizations. After only 10
days work, he has managed to get promises of

CLASSIFIED~ pag~ 8 .

.

support from several Greek organizations, the
International Student Association,. the Caribbean Association, the Muslim Student Union
and the African-American Student Union.
"They all said that they would pledge donations," Torregrosa said. After exploring several
methods of fundraising possibilities, HASA
decided the best way was to combine whatever
funds can be raised with 80 percent of the
proceeds from the group's party.
"The easiest method we could see of getting
money to help Miss Willis is through the dollars we're getting to make it (the party) a
fundraising affair," he said. "We know that
money that is coming from the student organizations would go straight to the bank account."
He added that although Student GovernWILLIS continued page 8
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. Some students apathetic or unaware ofAIDS·
AIDS
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Morrow visits UCF about three the university's position. 'The
times
a year. She visits classrooms, media and high schools are where
FROM PAGE 1
speaks outdoors on the university's most commuters learn about
who ask. Woody said the campus lawnsandanswersstudentorfac- AIDS," he said.
OnesourceoftramingLiliesaid
does not have condom machines ulty invitations to speak.
inrestroomsbecausestudentscan
One of the classes Morrow the university has is a program
get them free from the Wellness has spoken to is Douglass' on called Student Success. The proCenter.
AIDS. Douglass puts students gram targets first-year UCF stuAsauniversity-fundedorgani- through experiences such as dents and teaches study and time
zation,REACHenjoysgreaterties meetingpeopleinfected with the management skills. He said the
with UCF students and faculty. disease. She has found the tech- program may someday address
The HIVIAIDS Institute relies on nique most effective in teaching healthissues,buthehasnotheard
outside funding to operate and students about the causes and of any plans to do so.
Chuck Michelini ofthe U nivertends to focus more attention on effects of the disease.
groups outside UCF such as high
"Most students start the class sity ofAlabama said the students
schools and AIDS programs.
thinking they know everything enrolled in the school tend to be
- KathleenMorrow,adirectorof about AJDS, and within two older and are better informed on
CentralF1oridaAIDSUnifiedRe- weeks, they realize they don't," AIDS. Michelini said another contributing factor is the school's
r.ources, an AIDS support organi- Douglass said.
zation in Orlando, also sees the
TheAIDSclasshasgrownfrom heavy involvement in AIDS retypes of awareness problems 12 students at the first class in search.
Theuniversity'sAIDS research
Douglasshas encountered. "I think 1986, to 220 in the spring of 1992.
there's still a problem with the
Douglasssaidshewouldliketo cent.er recently found a way to
perceived risks," she said. When see a health awareness course determine how much of the AIDS
Morrow visits audi- ~~~~~~~~~ added to under- virus is present in infected people.
toriums full of colgraduate required This allows for keeping tabs on the
"There's a
classes. But she effects ofmedications such asAZr
lege students, she
said she still hears
general misdoesnotseeithap- andfor prescribing the best therastudentsaskinghow
pening at UCF. pies.
people get AJDS.
Conception ... " 'Too many teachUCFdoesnotconductany AIDS
Morrow said a lot of
ers th,ink another medical research on campus, alstudents do not realhwnanitiesclasses though Douglass said most ofthe
ize women are af• Kathleen Morrow . would be better," funds she receives go to outside
fected by the infecAIDS UNIFIED
she said.
clinical uses.
Funding has remained a probtion.
Stuart Lilie,
Some students
dean of Under- lem for Douglass'HIV/AIDSinstihave commented to Morrow that graduat.eStudiesatUCF,saidthe tut.e. The Institute receives no fiif they know who has AIDS, they administration believes there is nancial help from UCF. She and a
will be safe because they know. not a need for more awareness handful ofstudent volunteers rely
But that is not enough. Morrow among UCF students. "I think on grants and donations to keep
said thousands of people are not moststudentsareinfonnedonthe the institute afloat.
aware they have become infected issue," he said.
The institute received $3,200
with the disease and do not all
Lille said the university does from the proceeds of "Voices, a
practice safe sex.
not see itself as a source of infor- Time to List.en," a theater produc'There's a general misconcep- mation for subjects relating to tion to benefitAIDS, recently pertion among the public that if they health issues like AIDS. He said formed in Orlando. CENTAUR,
know someone is infected, they're the large number of commuting the Serenty House and several
safe. They're not," she added.
students at UCF contribt;tes to other AIDS organizations also re-

ceived funds from the production. tim,ahet.erosexual,ahomosexual
Douglass said theater produc- and an intravenous drug user.
tions seem to work well as educa- 'They've got to be shocked into
tional tools for AIDS awareness. what AJDS can do," he said.
She said the institute is trying Magarelli said AIDS commercials
to work with Valencia Commu- ont.elevisiondonotpromoteawarenity College theater students to ness. 'The commercials paint a
put together an AIDS awareness pretty picture with celebrities and
production. It would target college ca1m settings."
students with high-strungperforMagarelli thinks complacency
mances, she said.
is a major problem with AIDS
Theater students would be awareness among young people.
trained as Infomaniac actors, ac- He said they do not feel as threattors trained in AIDS
ened by the disawareness. Douglass ~~~~~~~~~ ease as when it
said the productions
"The majority :received more
wouldalsotarget.Hisof students 1'ust publicity years
panics,
Africanago.
But peop1e are
don 't -care. "
Am ericans and oth er
segments of society to
still dying.
address cultural difThe Cent.er for
ferences.
- Dominick Magarelli DiseaseControlin
D 0 m i n i ck
CURE AIDS NOW
Atlanta reported
Magarelli, of Cure
about42,000men
AIDS Now, has his
between13and29
own ways of communicating his outofsome224,000casesreported
messages to students. Each year, have the virus. In contrast, about
he travels from Alabama to visit 7,OOOcases have been reported for
Florida International University women between 13 and 29, out of
andUniversityofMiamistudents. about 29,000 reported.
Twelve million cases of sexuHe comes prepared to teach students about the importance ofsafe allytransmitted diseases were also
sex and to warn them about the reported in 1992.
virus in any way he can to get the
Researche~ have found that
message across. Year after year, the incubation period for the HIV
Magarelli says he encounters the virus is about 10 years. A represame problem: Students do not sentative ofthe Cent.erfor Disease
show up. Magarelli said he consid- Control explained a great deal of
ers the tum out good if30 students AIDS cases began when the vicvisit him when he ta1ks. "The ma- tims were in their teens or early tD
jority of students just don't care," middle twenties-the typical age
of most college students.
he said. "It's a shame."
HIV is the third-leading cause
Magarelli said the contents of
hispresentationsdepend on where ofdeath among24 tO '-!4-year- olds.
he is visiting. When he visited a· As today's teens and people in
pregnant teenage girls~ shelter, he their 20s mature, that will be a
heldanAIDSfamilysupportgroup. reality for them whether they are
Sometimes he brings an AIDS vie- aware of AIDS or not.

-Announcements-

•

Chemistry Awards Picnic

•

The chemistry department is having its Awards Picnic
from 2-6 p.m., Friday at lake Clair. Those planning to
attend are asked to signup with Ms. Shirley Shepard in
the chemitry building, Rm 117.

•

Street Party and Cultural Fair
The Caribbean Student's Association at UCF presents a
Street Party and Cultural Fair. EXODUS, a reggae band
will be appearing live along with DJ Celsius. The picnic is
from noon to 7 p.m., Sunday at the UCF picnic area.
Canbbean food, clothes, records, art, and novelty items
will be on sale. For more information call 823-4256.

Attention On-Campus Residents.
All mailboxes will be closed at the end of the Spring
semester (May 9, 1993) unless you come to the housing
office and state that you will be an on campus resident
and attending summer school and you would like to have
yourmaibox remain open.. If you have any questions call
the housing office.

Resume Critique - Bring Yours
Don White, known as Papa Don in the theater department, passed away earlier this
month. The university is establishing a scholarship in hisname. (courtesy1ucF theater department)

UCF honors White in scholarship
WHITE
FROM PAGE 1
who is now the creative director of The Stage. "Papa
was a charming, kind and helpful person whom everyone adored," Ellison said.
The Stage will perform two shows Friday in White's
memory. The first one is 'Twice Around the Park." It
is a two-act comedy that begins at 8 p.m. The second
show, "Comedy Sports," starts at 10:30 p.m. These are
improvisatfons of comedy a.'!ts performed by different

individuals. Tickets cost $5 for students and $8 for
adults. Tickets for "Comedy Sports" cost $6. One dollar
from every ticket sale will go toward the Don White
Scholarship Fund.
"He [White] was an all-the-way-around wonderful
person and we will all miss him a lot," Ellison said.
The UCF theater department has established a
scholarship in Don White's name. Donations can be
sent to UCFFoundationDepartment,P.O. Box 160045,
Orlando, Fl. 32816. The scholar!5hip will be available to
an) drama or theater student.

The UCF chapter of SPJ is holding a resume critique from
1-3 p.m. Friday in Phillips Hall room 220. It will be an
interactive event, wtth personalized attention to your
resume. Call Savannah at 823-3954 for details.

WUCF-FM Wants You
WUCF-FM is looking for news and sports writers, reporters and anchors. WUCF provides opportunities for students to gain valuable experience and knowledge. For
more information, call Trace Trylko for news or Robert
DeVore for sports at 823-2444.

Private Pilot Ground School
UCF will be having a private pilot ground school beginning May 27 and lasting through July 23. Classes will be
on Tuesday and Ttl.lrsdays at Trailer 547 room 116 on
Libra Drive.The cost of the program uncluding texts and
use of the computer is $280.00. Send checks to UCF
Center for Continuing Education, Orlando, Fl 328160950. To register by phone all 823-6100.
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UCF and world remember the Holocaust 'Parent as
library. The display will be there respondent during the 1956
until the end of the month and is "October War."
EDITOR IN CHIEF
He said it is better to have the
erected every year in the spring at
As humanity moves into the UCF and other institutions in event in the consciousness and
21st century, events of this honor ofYom Hashoah, the ''Day conscienceofpeopleratherthanin
century's history begin to take on of Remembrance," according to an institution, "but the instituEva Ritt, assistant administrator tions, such as centers and disa different perspective.
plays, serve a purpose. I hope it
There is, however, little argu- of the center.
"It's part of the Holocaust doesn't make one cynical"
ment that one of our era's most
historically significant periods will Center's commit- ~~~~~~~~~ "It's devastating,"hesaid. "How
be the time between 1937 and ment to education
"... the institu- ~ do you compress
1945, a time that saw systematic abouttheHolocaust,"
lions ... serve a detailedhistoryin
and government-sanctioned anti- she said. 'Wedo this
Semitism in Europe, World War everyyear.There'sno
puripose.,,
any meaningful
way. We can unII and the subsequent explosion of celebration."
Those sentiments
derstand some of
atomic weapons.
This month has been of par- are echoed by Moshe
Moshe Pelll the social backticular interest.
Pelli, director of
UCF JUDAIC STUDIES
ground, some
psychological
Besides the 50th anniversary UCFs Judaic Stud• • • • - • • • • background on
of the Warsaw ghetto uprising, ies program.
''What we have· to do is edu- why things like this occur.
today marks the official dedication ceremonies of the United cate people," he said. Pelli has Maybe one gets wise and is
States Holocaust Memorial Mu- headed up the nhe-year UCF aware that you cannot get anprogram for all but one of those swers to all of your questions."
seum in Washington, D.C.
One of the problems Pell_e sees
The facility wil1 open to the years after teaching at Israel's
Ben Gurion University, the Uni- is that the human factor ofhistory
public tomorrow.
Here on campus, members of versity of Texas at Austin and isoftenlostinthescientificcompil..,
ing of facts but realizes "it's the
the Holocaust Center ofMaitland Cornell University.
A first-generation Israeli na- irony ofhistory."
organizedadisplayconcemingthe
Oneofthetopicsfeaturedmthe
event on the second floor of the tive, he was also a military corby Bill CUshlng
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Forget what you've heard! See Europe
for as low as $40 per day!

a unique program to help you
KICK THE CIGARETTE HABIT!

We handle it all! AIR-EURAIL-BUS-HOS'l'ELS
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Cover the continent with the Student Travel Experts!
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UCF CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Now is the time to think ..

display deals with historical revisionism of the event. Many antiSemitic groups contest that the
Holocaust even occurred~ maintaining that the Germans themselves left no specific records concerning any program ofgenocide.
However, Pelli points to the
eyewitness accounts and events
leading up to such an idea that
have been verified by documents
and photographs.
There is also the vast body of
literature written since the
event, the topic of study that is
his own specialty.
This semester Pelli is teaching a course in literature of .
the Holocaust and also offers
classes in Hebrew enlightenment and writing.
"In the final analysis~ it is a
very complex issue because it
involves human nature, human behavior and nationalism," he said. ·"Beyond all of
this is .the riddle: How could
the Holocaust happen? I think
the tone of the question is becoming more demanding."

Call for details and rates!

Crown Travel

All Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome[
Sessions ar:e Wednesdays, 1-2 PM

A Destiny Travel Group Company
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HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 11-7
·To Go Orders Welcome!
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Live Classes with experienced instructors

0

Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.

Educator'
class offered
by Rosibel Monserrate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The College ofEducation
offers Parent as Educator a special topics course for
parents and future parents.
Parent as Educator, open
to all majors, is taught by
Art Cross, a leading authority in parent education.
Cross describes the
course as "for and about
parents." Parent as Educator focuses on being a parent in today's society. He
said issues are different today with parents working
and going to school.
Cross' theory, according
to The Orlando Sentinel, is
that ifparents become "true
educators" by creating
learning environments at
home, getting involved with
their children's schools and
' becoming advocates for education, they will be able to
solve and prevent many of
modern society's problems.
Objectives for the class
include: parent issues, family _systems, parent/child
interaction, child advocacy,
media and parenting.
Children's success in
school is up to the parents,
Cross said. Parenting begins in the home. Cross
teaches students to become
advocates for children's success in school.
Parent as Educator involves a great deal of class
discussion. Students with
children discuss what it's
like to be a parent, while
students without children
discuss how it was like growing up and how their parents treated them. "We discuss viewpoints," Cross said.
Students in Cross' class
strongly recommend Parent
as Educator to all students.
Ted Mullen, an education major, said he learned
a great deal in Cross' class.
"Anybody who's even thinking about becoming a parent should take this class,"
Mullen said.
"Parenting is one of the
most important goals in my
life," Mullen said. ''By taking this class, I want to become a parent."
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Chili's

Congratulates
UCF·s Spring
1993
Grads

303 S. Semoran Blvd.
South of University Drive

679-7669
12181 E. Colonial Drive
at Alafaya & E. Colonial
384-6622
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Industry Leader - 53 years of experience· and

2 million graduates prove we've got the
expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed

KAPLAN
273.. 7111

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

Mention thi5 ad for
free Chi 5 and Sal5al

NOTICE:

There will be a few parking
I changes in the fall ...
e $5 fines wiJl now be $10
• Decal prices will go up: $45
forstudents and staff, $75 for
faculty. Hangtags are decal
price plus 50 percent.
Avoid the long lines next year
purchase your decal early or
by mail.
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The Central Florida Future

Future's departing
staff bids a fond
good-bye to UCF
nother semester draws to a frenzied close.
Another crop ofUCF graduates prepares
to enter the job market, and UCF students are preparing for a well-deserved summer
break, at least those who are taking a break.
This is also the final issue of The Future
for this semester.
Unlike years past, however, you will not see us
during the summer. Due to some budget constraints,
we will not resume publication until the fall.
While we are disappointed at this, we know it
is for the best. Plans are already underway to
improve every aspect of this publication during
the hiatus.
This has certainly been an interesting year for
the current editorial staff. There were times
when we were the news almost as much as we
reported it.
But eventually we made it through the bike
ban protest and the issues associated with it.
The new editorial staff will be evaluating past
issues and existing procedures over the summer, and we invite all of our readers, ·s tudents,
faculty, staff and administrators, to make suggestions for our improvement. Let us know what
you want to-see in the paper, and we'll do our best
-to provide it.
As one of our most respected professors put it,
this paper does not belong to its staff; it belongs
to the students and others who read it. The staff
is merely entrusted with The Future.
Frequently we hear from people who wonder
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Just what we need:. another
darn disease ·to worry about
Francis J. Allman

whya certain event ors h ow was not mentioned
M y , my9 where has
in The Future. Although we do our best to
the semester gone?
remainabreastofwhatishappeningoncampus,
Why, to hell
we cannot possibly be aware of everything.
of course.
So talk to us.
I don't know, is it only
If your group or organization is sponsoring a
me, or has this been the
speakerorputtingonanexhibition,giveusacall
worst semester on record
orbetteryet,sendusamemo. We intend to focus
for of the rest of you, too?
more on campus activities, but we'd can't do that
Perhaps it is just because
thisismylastsemesterhere
f
11
h
i no one te s us w at is going on.
at UCF that 1·t has been
Along this same line, if you see news happensuch a ni'ghtmare.
ing, let us know. Many of our best story ideas
I remember those first innocent days here at my
have come from readers who were curious about "new" college: walking across campus with my clean
why a certain condition existed on campus and and unscarred backpack spanking my shoulder, exasked us to check into it.
citedaboutmeetingnewfriends, and mostofall happy
To those of you who like what we do, and as I could be to be broadening my intellectual horizons.
especially to those of you who are truly unhappy
Those were the days.
with our work product, we extend an invitation - I had not yet tasted the shoe leather that passes
to join us.
for pizza at the Wild Pizza, nor had I been bushwhacked by the sprinklers at 2 a.m. after a marathon

A friend of mine who graduated last summer had
warned me about this disease. She said it would
strike hardest at the worst of times - just prior to
the end of the final semester.
I didn't believe that such a thing could happen to
me. After allJ I loved school, right? Wrong.
Senioritis saps the impending graduate of all
motivation. Even the simpleist tasks become seeming~y insurmountable.
- Procrastinationbecomestheorderoftheday,everyday.
"Man, I've got two papers due tomorrow morning
and a comprehensive final exam in the aftemoonguess I'll hit happy hour at CJs."
This eventually leads to one of the side effects of
the disease, perhaps _even more horrible than the
disease itself: Panic.
Alm ostoutofnowhere, th eend of t hesemestercreepsup
as quietly and sneakily as an increase in the athletic fee.
Before they know it, seniors are faced with deadline~ in all of their classes, yet they have simply
short-circuited due to the simultaneous feelings of
lethargy and terror. Vivarin and No Doze become the
stimulants of choice, complemented ·by copious
amounts of alcohol to "take the edge off."
One would be we1l advised not to cross the path of
these afflicted individuals. Rumor has it there have
been actual killings.
Eventually, though, all of this will pass, at least so
I am told. Graduation will signal a huge sigh ofrelief,
and things can get back to normal - at least until
grad school.
That's it, folks. I am finally outta here. Thanks for
your attention this past year and a half, and best of
luck in the future.
-F.J.A

Perhaps. you are just ':hat.we ~ee~.
session of paper writing in the Mac Lab. No one had
There will ~e ~new e~tor m ~hief m t~e fall, ever asked to see my T&A, at least not in public, and
and other editonal positions will be available. Dr. Hitt was still safely hidden away in the frigid
You can be as involved as you want to be.
I north.
On a final note, on behalf of those members of
As I looked back on those days recently and also
The Future's editorial staff and writers who are looked forward to graduation, the thought that engraduating this spring, we'd like to wish those teredmymindwas, WHAT~HEHELLHAPPENED?
remaining students especially those to whom
Why had school turned mto such an ordeal?
we now pass the trus't ofThe Future, all our best.
Then, I knew. Senioritis.
We'd also like to say that it has been both an
Letters
honor and a privilege to be associated with the
Future this past academic year.
We encour age our readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than
You've got a big job ahead of you, not to 300 words, and must include the author's name, major, and must be signed. The editorial staff
mention some big shoes to fill, but we have every reserves the right to edit letters for space. Lettets can be sent to The Central Florida Future , P.O.
confidence that you'll succeed.
Box 25,000, Orlando, FL 32816 or brought to our trailer on the corner of Gemini Blvd. and Libra Dr.
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Want to get under someone's skin?·Try this
Shannon Martin
SCENARIO

•

•

7

I

. ,__ . : ?' ,_

t has been my intent
while writing opinion
columns to present ideas
and concerns that affect the
majority ofthe student body.
To date, I have sufficiently
covered appearance, stereotypes, racism, criticism, skepticism, and even the issue of
Greeks vs. non-Greeks.
But nothing affects us
more than what I am about
to discuss today. It is a part of everyday life, and in fact,
is usually a part of every conversation.
Not one person is innocent.
We have all felt its boomerang effect, but we continue to practice this habit time and time again.
Who's guilty? Every single one of us.
The practice? Talking behind people's back.
It's as easy a habit as walkingfo class (for all of you
who DO go to class). Let's face the fact that it's part of
human nature to glorify ourselves and condemn others.
Perhaps we believe that by condemning others, we
ARE glorifying ourselves. Usually not so. Gossiping,
America's second-favorite pastime, has never helped
anyone, but it always comes back to haunt.
We often lean on friends to get through crisies. But
what if the problem we are .seeking counsel for is
another person?

Easy. To start, tell your friend who it is. That's done. always lose valuable cool points in the end. Talking
Tell him what bothers you about that person, why, and about others only spins the web that we get tangled in .
I remember trying to rectify the situation between a
exactly what you would do if you ever got you hands
around that persons throat. Great.
friend and I when he had heard all the terrible things
You've finished listing the Top 61 things that the I was (not) saying about him. He had heard enough
person does to purposely piss you off1 and you feel much misquotes and stretched stories to make him a very
unreceptive audience.
better. Aaaaah!
Not so fast. Somehow, and it must be scientific, the
Seriously, from his point ofview, can you blame him?
conversation you had left the room, traveled down the Not really. If the tables had been turned, I probably
elevator, ran across campus, and found itselfin the very would have kicked his ass a long time ago (his maturity
room of the person you were talking about in a record level is much higher than mine).
Shannon Martin's 5 biggest flaws:
time of 6 minutes and 22 seconds.
1. I talk too much.
Not only does your adversary know what you've
2. I talk too much.
been saying, but Ms. Thang now knows exactly what
3. I talk too much.
she does that irks you, and will go out of her way to
4. I talk too much.
continue doing those things.
5. I support Clinton.
Have you ever tried to back your way out of that
predicament, justifying what you said and why? That's
I realize I have faults. Who doesn't? I'm not perfect.
always fun. You kill two birds with one stone. You make In fact, my friends have named me "Reigning King of
yourself look like a liar and a babbling idiot all in the Gossip" two years in a row. Neat, huh? Perhaps that's
what made it so hard for-my friend to believe my
same breath. I don't speak from hearsay.
credibility.
I speak from experience.
Perhaps? Definitely.
In fact, I am coming off an experience now where I
have learned that what you say about a person may not
So whaddaya do? Stop talking about people? Sure,
necessarily be what is repeated to that person. Ex- but it's not as simple as it sounds. If you're absolutely
ample. If my friend Sheniqua gets a new hairstyle, I positively dying to tell someone about the slut that sits
might say to another friend, "It's okay, but I liked it ·next to you in class, don'tdolikemeand run to the Town
better before." My somewhat neutral opinion may get Crier. If you do, you've already lost ALL your cool
·
. backtoheras, "Shannonhatesyouhair,andthinksyou · p~nts.
. dress like a witch." Next thing I know, girlfriend is at
Learn from my mistake, and don't be stubborn.Next
my doorstep, rolling her neck, ready to cuss me out.
time you begin to slander someone ... bite your tongue.
The problem arises when too many things you say Instead, notice how many times other people gossip. I'll
are misunderstood, which is not our fault, but we work on my bad habit, and maybe you should, too.

In Limbo

Tony Whitten
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American credibility bmned along with cult
Federal spokespeople, from the attorney general on
down, have proclaimed horror at the reality of what
happened in Waco. They, they insist~ never wanted to
WHAT'S NEXT?
see the destruction and death that so obviously took
place Monday.
here's nothing like a
If that is the fact, why were there no firefighting or
rescue units on the scene?
Texas barbecue.
The "official" answer is that th~y (the feds) could not
I grew up in a household in which I was told that if risk the lives of those people since such vehicles are not
you want to screw something armored. Yet, crowds of onlookers and reporters and Tup, let the government run it. s hi rt vendors are within a mile or so of the place with
We saw that axiom in perfect no apparent worry about their safety.
practice as the week began.
And then there are the questions from earlier in the
There was more than the event: Why was the initial raid so poorly executed and
fire to fear after the burning easily turned back? Why was there so little knowledge
......................._.. of the Branch Davidian com- of the compound and its inhabitants if the raid was so
pound in Waco, Texas Mon- well planned?
Hell, why was there a raid to begin with? The only
day afternoon. Credibility in our government went up
thing I see the cult members guilty of is being a bunch
in smoke as well.
After waiting at the compound for 51 days, ATF and of religious kooks; rm not even sure they were doing
FBI agents moved in, and in an attempt to drive the anything illegal in the storing of arms and explosives
cult members out with tear gas, continued their habit since the only word I have to go on is the aforementioned federal authorities.
of one foul-up after another.
And I think you have a good idea how much I trust
For two hours, the wooden structures housing the
members of David Koresh's cult blazed like the inferno those guys.
This is not to rationalize for Koresh or any of his
he promised all along in a self-fulfilling prophecy.
followers here. In fact, I think we can pretty safely say
Or was it such a thing?
Authorities insist that the only thing that was blown that there was nothing rational about them or anyinto the sides of the compound walls were non-incendi- thing they did, said, or believed. And perhaps, they had
broken the laws of the land.
ary tear-gas devices.
What I question here (as I so often do) is the ratioAnd, of oourse, the government (especially its law
enforrement branches) has never lied to us before, has it? nale of our own government.

Bill Cushing

T

I think they have a lot to answer to. But I don't
believe those answers will come from them ifwe depend
upon them.to run the investigation. ·
Quite simply put: I do not trust the federal government to be able to adequately investigate this incident
given the extent to which the government itself is
involved. I am afraid th~t this will become one more big
cover-up.
Let's be honest (as opposed to the federal authorities). There has not been any great reason to believe
any findings released by the government in this country since the Warren Commission released its report on
JFK's assassination.
Recent history has been even more discouraging:
Watergate, S & L problems, Irangate, BCCI corruption, even re-election practices have led the American
people to the point were they simply shrug off any
announcement or finding released under the name of
the government in this country.
That is not the healthiest of environments.
If President Clinton and the Congress are truly
interested in arriving at the truth or truths of this
particular matter, it would probably be wiser to bring
parties in from outside of Olir national borders to
investigate the ruins and the processes that brought us
to those ruins.
Why could we not seek help from the Canadian fir
departments and justice department as a neutral party
to hire.
Given the spending practices and budgetary frugality
of our own government in recent memory, it would probably be cheaper to hire from outside.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Deltasigsl This is my last ad for this
Spring, PR was a lot of fun. I would like
to congratulate our newly elective board
and chairpersons. Special thanks to the
brothers who helped Theta Sigma
accomplish its goals this semester. Best
wishes to our graduating seniors: Scott
Davey, Siewmay Hiew, Stacey Smith,
Chad Anderson, Kim Sisto, Brian Tibbs,
Rusty Joyce and Alex "RAH" Mullen.
Brothers, we should get together one
last time 8:00AM May 8th and see them
graduate. Good luck on finals and have
a great summer. This is 680 and I am
outta here! See you next Fall. Prou.d to
be a Deltasig II!
Al.PHA TAU OMEGA
Thanks to all who helped make
Founders Day Banquet a success and
a special thanks to Pi Kappa Alpha for
making the night such a humorous one!
In other news: last brothers meeting
Sun. @ 7, pledges make your calls,
and in social service Shawn Hart rivals
subway with free 6 inch for food charity
driv6! Party@ CTs Fri! TBMT

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Congratulations to the new guys you
did a great job all semester! Just don't
forget to do your part. To all the guys
that are graduating good luck in the
future. Thanks for all the guidance.
Brothers meeting Sunday 6:00.
Summer dues are due end of the month.
A. C. weekend's coming up reserve your
spot now for the biggest party yet!!!
LA~BDA

CHI ALPHA
Hey guys its Thursday and this is the
last greek comer .for Spring semester.
First off, end of the year party is Friday
at 8:00, call a brother for more info.
Weekend is coming up. Its May 8th to
be exact call a brother for more info. So
since this is the last entry of the greek
comer I'll say have a good summer,
and good luck with summer classes if
you're taking any. Stay safe see ya next
fall.
!X safari welcome to the jungle!
Fri. 10-2@Sigma Chi house
pledges . grades, grades, grades,
money, money, money, :r.x weekend
coming soon!
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Attention Golden Key & Phi Eta Sigma
members! Meeting Thurs. 6pm in
SC214 all welcome. Pizza & refreshments!

4bd 2ba house 2car garage security '
horses lake access part furnished no
pets references 349-9009 June 1st
$1100

Fellowship of Christian Athletes casual
Spring Banquet everyone invited Thurs.
7:00 pm WDSC.

Winter Park 1/1, pools, tennis, great
location ($380) nonsmoker. 886-2052

ROOMMATES
3 bedroom, 2 bath home, University &
Dean Rd area, washer/dryer, cable
(HBO & Showtime) $245 month
Beeper# 1800-441-7243 (pin# 49868)
evenings.
M or F to share 2br 1ba house near
Univ. & Goldenrod 15 min. from UCF.
Nonsmoker no pets 230/mo + 1/2 util.
move in May 1 call Jim 671-9895.
Roommates needed to take over lease
at Colonial Pointe Apts. Econ. and Hwy
50. ASAP!-Dec. 1. 212 porch pool
upstairs quiet. $551 /mo or $581 /mo wth
w/d call Bryna 677-8337.
Clean NS to share 2bd2ba tnhs in
Research Pk 250/m + 1/2 util. call Craig.
or Wayne 381-0329.
NS/F wanted to share 3bduplex $183 +
1/3 spacious Chickasaw &I Lk
Underhill 10-15 min from campus call
380-9516
Female roommate needed to share
brand new homE! 9 mins from UCF.
Garage, microwave, own bedroom. Lots
of peacefulness and privacy. Call
Sonia 240-7560(w), 382-5339 (h)

Golden Key graduating members!
Honor medallions are .:m sale now for
only $12 . Call Mike 277-7829 for
further info.

1985 Honda Accord-LX, auto trans.
4-door w/luggage r~ck, includes ale am!
fm cassette radio, great condition $3000
or best offer. 275-8194.

*STUDENT APARTMENTS*
For rent, Colonial Dr./Alafaya Trail. $85
per week per persoi:i, double occupancy with biweekly contract, free furnished,
linens, tv, maid service, microwave/
refrg, cable tv, phone, laundry facility,
student desk, laser bus close by. Please
call 273-1500.
Large 2/2 w/private balcony or patio large
kitchen, walking distance to UCF. Please
ask about our move-in-special. 282-5657.
2 bed and 2 bath for rent at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct. call 695-0548.

HASA·'s Saturday party to
benefit C.F. victim
WILLIS
FROM PAGE 1
-ment could n·ot provide any funds, several senators
pledged to .support the action of the groups in a
resolution.
Added to those funds is about $300 that is being
turned over by the Campus Activities Board. Those
funds were raised from the recent Ben and Jerry's
exhibit staged on the green.
"I felt like it would be a good community outreach,"
Dawn Harden, program advisor for CAB, said. "We
didn't really realize we would make that much. All I
have to do is get in touch with the Rotary Club of
Orlando."
·
Meanwhile, HASA members are gearing up for their
annual "blow-out" party, said Torregrosa. A 14-piece
Latino band will perform for the evening and a disc
jockey will play a variety of music between sets.
The party is free to students and $5 for the public.
. Torregrosa hopes that people will "show up, party,
enjoy and help out."

Need Summer Cash? Don't leave the
beach. Be creative & find different
ways to sell the coolest suntan lotion.
It's so unique, it sells it sells! Make
over $100 for every box you sell. Call
(212) 875-9535.

Laptop computer-Tandy1400 with 2meg
harddrive, 3 1/2 floppy, modem, mouse,
carrying case, software, and Pasonic
1091 printer-all for $800 call Molly at
381-4722

'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd,
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000
and assume payments. Call 671-6125
- - - -·- ---·-- - - · 69 VW van. Good engine. Needs _body
work $500 or best offer. Call Jim
658-0510 leave message.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Panama Jack Resort Services and
Sports is now hiring energenic people.
Come work with us at the finest resorts
in Orlando and Lake Buena Vista. Call
us today 345-1089.

FOR -SALE

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

1986 Suzuki Jeep, air, am/fm cass. 5
spd. call Genie 823-7285. 2500 obo

HELP WANTED
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3- 7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
Cruise ships now hiring-earn $2000+/
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418.
Stock brokers/trainees
Chatfield Dean & Co.
Investment bankers
member NASD-SIPC EOE
You'll find probroker training, superb
compensation. Y_
ou'll be able to earn

10am-2pm, Friday, Apnl 23. Stop by
and lets talk.

NEED EXTRA CASH BUT
A FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE?
Large Southside Mailing Company
needs part time production workers.
Unique scheduling system allows you
to design your own schedule weekly
*All shifts available
*$5.50 an hour
*No exp. necesarry
We have a schedule for everyone
call today: 1-800-966-3793
Ask for extension 024 S80
Call S-S 9a-3p, M-F 7a-9p

$200 DAILY mailing circulars for major
corp. Free supplies. Rush selfaddressed-stamped-envelope to:
USTB Marketing, Personnel Dept.,
P.O. Box 4203, Bryan TX 77805.

Large 2bd & 2ba townhome, new
carpet, freshly painted, 300 yards from
UCF to conscientious renter only!
Available August 1st call 839-8419

AUTOS

Attractive 2 bedroom apt. walk to UCF
$420.00 a month 363-5636.

SWAT
SWAT members just a reminder. Next
Tuesday is the bbq. All members are
welcome. Good luck to those who are
taking finals. Don't forget to bail Scott
out of jail.

Furn. apt. summer rent 2bed 2bath $565
Bill or Bob 679-4295

FOR RENT

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
Returning to school? Have questions
, or need help? Contact Gina at 823-2191
your non-traditional student advocate.

2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available now $450
David 249-2865.

Clean NS MF wanted 2bd apt nice area
near E/W downtown 21O+1/2 648-8877

CLUB INFO
-

Total apartment or room for rent
summer term .2br 2ba wshr, dryr, part
tum-walk to UCF call 380-7803.

PING EYE II Black Dot. Full set of Irons,
1 sand wedge & 1 loft club. Asking $450.
Call 823-5377 wk or 889-3783 after
6pm. Ask for Tim .

great commissions selling corporate
stocks, bonds, tax shelters & mutual
funds. Mr. Mokhberi 407-649-3104.
National long dstance comp. starts its
own network marketing comp. "The
ultimate consumable *No monthly
quotas *No minimum monthly
purchases *A lifetime income
-Opportunity *Exciting marketing plan
*Awesome bonus plan *Largest payout
ever *Devote time at your convenience
*One time sign up can generate a
lifetime residual *Simple to join * No
reason to ever drop out *Call for
information 407-263-6148

212, dupiex, washer-dryer, close to UCF,
approx. $440. 365-3425

Rooms for rent-summer term-males
only-fraternity house, all utils. included,
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
private bath, $200-300 call for details
872-0373.

SC 211.

I

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
dept. FL-307

I

I

Business seeking outgoing/reliable
student for pt emplymnt involving work
w/Orlando hotels including daily
interaction with hotel employees and
execs. Must have flex sched/wknds.
Must be in area this summer. Send res
and·cover. M. Sherman, 4630 S
Kirkman Rd., Suite 501, Orlando, Fl
32811.

I Waffle House new location now hiring
grill cooks, waitor, waitresses for new
location flt, pit, career opportunities,
full benefits package, apply in person
11749 E Colonial Dr. 12-6 daily:
City Nights Valet
Now hiring hardworking athletic clean
cut valet parkers over the age of 21 for
multiple locatons in downtown Orlando
and attractions area. Opportunities for
excellent pay as well as permanent
positions, call M-F 10-4 (407)
849-0670
Customer service $8.00 an hour pt/ft
flex hrs. 263-6372.

8

SERVICES
Money for college! Our computer
data base finds available funds . Free
information kit, 305 399-1056.
Condom Key Chain!
Easy way to carry one discretely.
Order now-only $s.90
Satmaria
P.O. Box Goldenrod, FL 32733.

. TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser pnnting.

.,

Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/658-9074
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Resumes, thesis, papers, any typing
best rates-will beat any price. Call Cathy
365-1217.
.

'

Thesis, manuscripts 407-349-2577

TUTORS
Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
· Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.

Telemarketing $8.00 an hour work
from home flex hours 263-6372.
We are expanding our sales force in
the greater Orlanod area. Full and part
time positons are available representing our products. Free in depth sales
training provided. Recruiting agents
will be at the campus bookstore from

PERSONALS
NT...you finally made it! And you even
have a job. Congratulations and best of
luck. I'll be cheering for you on May
8th and we'll celebrate. I love you. MR

. Student Legal Services Legal Tip # 3
Is there a Florida Law that.c:tescr1beS how a security deposit should be returned to the tenant?
Yes. Florida Chcipter 83 {Landlord Tenant Law) has very specific instructions on how the landlord is to handle
the return of your security deposit. Those instructions are as follows:
1. If the landlord is going to impose a claim of your security deposit, they must send you a notice by certified
mail within 15 days of your vacating the apartment. This notice is to be sent to your last-known address. So,
make sure you give the landlord written notice of your forwarding address before you leave.
·2. The landlord's notice must describe the damages and the amount of your security deposit being withheld
for those damages. In addition, the notice has to notify you of your right to object to the landlord's claim within
15 days of receiving the claim and the address where your objections should be sent.
3. If the landlord does not send this notice within 15 days of your leaving, the landlord loses the right to make
any deductions from your security deposit. But beware! Although the landlord can't keep your security
deposit, they still have a right to pursue you for any damages they may.allege you caused to the apartment.

In addition to instructing the landlord on his duties, Florida Chapter 83 also directs the tenants as to their
duties. Those directions are:
1. Within 15 days of receiving the landlord notice of claim, you must send your written objection to any
damages you disagree with. Those objections should be very specific (i.e .-the stain in the carpet was there
before I moved in - please refer to the move-in inventory). Student Legal Services recommends that you
send your objections by certified mail. Also make a copy for your records.
2. Should you not send your written objectk>ns within 15 days, you lose your right to object, and the landlord can deduct
their claim from your security depos~ and send the balance to you. Consequently, you need to act promptly.
As you can see, both the landlord and the tenant have rights and duties under Florida Law. Make sure you
comply with your duties so you can exercise your rights .
Student Legal Services is funded through the Activity and Service Fee by SG
(
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Diamond Knights have strong leader in Gabby Angulo
"

+

•

Angulo's distractions reach
supposed to leave my problems
the
park,"
Angulo,
far
beyond the diamond, far
away
from
STAFF REPORTER
UCF s first baseman, said, "but beyond what most students exGabby Angulo is a man with it takes at least an inning to perience. Angulo's mother has
a lot on his mind. "I know I'm get everything going."
been in and out of hospitals in
the Miami area since she was
diagnosed with colon cancer
last fall.
"It's tough because, she's
over there and I'm over here/'
Angulo said. "I call her evefy
day, but her voice sounds like
she's hurting."
Despite his · off-the-fo~ld
problems, Angulo has become
one of the team's leaders.
"He is the most verbal leader
on the. team," assistant coach
Rob Sidwell said. "He keeps
everybody up and loose."
While Angulo likes being·a
team leader, there are some
times when that role becomes
troublesome.
"Sometimes it gets frustrating," Angulo said. "Some(players)comeoutandaredead.It'shard to make them get up."
Gabby Angulo puts the tag on opposing base runAs one of only five seniors
ners while dealing with family stress. <DaH0og1FurnREl
on the baseball team, Angulo
by Alan Byrd

also leads by example. He currently leads the team with six
home runs, carries a .317 batting average with a .561 slugging average and h~s batted in
27 ofUCF's runs.
"He's stays pretty focused,"
Sidwell said. "He knows what
kind ofjob has to be done. He's
been picking us up when we
need it."
Throughout ·his career,
Angulo has gotten the job done.
One of his fondest memories
was ofMiami'sSouthridge High
School. His team was playing
the best team in the state, and
Angulo hit ;the game-winning
double in the final inning.
He carried that success on
to Miami ~ade South Community College. He hit the gamewinning single in the .last inning to send his team to the
state finals.
Angulo has provided the
same kind of punch for the
Knights. In the April 14 game
against 25th-ranked South
Florida,Angulohitthegame-win-

ning double, scoring teammat:e
Tony Marrillia
Buttherearealsotimeswhen
things don't go his way. This
year's Olive Garden Classic
proved to be one such example
for Angulo. He went 0-11 with
six strikeouts. It was one of the
few times his mother has seen
himplaythisyear. "I didn't want
my ·morn, to see that," Angulo
said.' ·
Angulo considers himself to be
more emotional than the
sterotypical athlete.
"I am sensitive to little things,"
Angulo said. ''Evecy play, evecy
score is emotional because I know ·
it may be.my last year."
Angulo expresses his emotions
the most when he thinksabouthis
moth~r.
·
"Sometimes it's worse (out on
the field), sometimes it's better;"
Angulo said. '1t all depends on
how she sounds."
Despite off the field stress,
Ailgulo has been able to put his
troubles aside and has become one
oftheDiarnondKnightStruegems.
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. ~ BUY-BACK HOURS r April 26th - 27th
April 28th - 30th
May 3rd - 5th
May 6th - 7th
May 8.th
'

8:30AM
* ' 8:30AM
* 8:30AM
* 8:30AM
*10:00 ..l~.. M

*

'

.

Do you have experience with Aldus
Pagemaker?

"

- 7:00 PM
-

.

- 5 ·:00 .PM
- 7:00PM
- 5:00PM
- 3:00. PM
I

We want you!
We need production
help in the fall. If you
have ever done pasteup or have worked with
Macintosh computers,
give us a call!
Cont.act either Jennifer
or Bill at 823-6397.
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SPORTS BRIEFS
WOMEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S GOLF

TRACK AND FIELD

The women's tennis team
capped off their 1993 season
in the Trans America Athletic Conference tournament
over the weekend.
After a tough loss to
Samford, the Knights crushed
Mercer, 6-0.
Later, the Lady Knights
lost a close match to Florida
International, 5-4.
In their final match, UCF
fell to the College of Charleston and finished 8th in the
conference out of 10 teams.
Southeastern Louisiana
won the tournament.

The women's golf team trav- victory turned out to be the
eled to Macon, Ga. over the three-time running player of
weekend and rolled through the year, Moira Dunn of FIU,
the Tran s America Athletic who led the individual field by
Conference tournament.
14 shots.
The Lady Knights captured
Connie Masterson £nished
second in the tournament out of second for the Lady Knights
a field of seven teams. They fell only one shot ahead of teamonly three shots back of TAAC mates Brooke Grant and
conference winners Florida In- Kristen Penfold, who tied for
ternational University.
third. Also placing high for
After the first round, UCF UCF were Kim Millar (8th),
as a team led the tournament and Mary Shupe (11th).
by a full 14 shots over their
Masterson, Grant, Penfold
closest competitor. However, and Millar earned All-Conthe .obstacle between the Lady ference honors with their topKnights and a championship 10 finishes.

The mens and womens of the
track and field team traveled to
Gainesville to compete in the
Barnett Bank Invitational Saturday. Several of the Knights
placed high in the events.
Men's shotput - Rock
Groupe 3rd 40'8"
Men's shotput - Chuck
Burnite 4th 38'2"
Men's longjump-Drumeco
Lauriston 23'8"
Men's 4x100m - Kernel
Thompson, Lauriston, James
Travieso and Robin Holmes
2nd 43.4
Men's 800m-Toby Berndt

4th 1:56.6
Men's 4x400m-Thompson,
Travieso, Holmes, Greg Eyma
3:20*
Men's3000m SteeplechaseMike Parmenter 2nd 10:22. 7
Women's 3000m - Tiffany
Hill 4th 11:11
Women's 3000m - Jeanne
Lesniak 5th 11: 12
Women'sshotput--Suzzanne
Stusiak 4th 11'35"
Women's discus - Stusiak
5th 34'22"
*New School Record

-compiledbyScottGinchereau

"I YOU NEED TD WO KTD
BET THRDUIH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TD IEE UPS:'
.1
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Recognizing the lnt1rdependent Wah of AD Existenca
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE IN THIS FRIENDLY AND SUPPORTIVE PATK
TO SPIRITUAL GROWTH, JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNINGS:

U~it1ri1a

i
j

First
Cburch of Orlendo
Worship 9: 15 & 11:00
Religious Education 10:00

i

1815 East Robinson St.

j

Orlando

~
V

Univ1r1ity U1it1ri1a
Univeruliat Soci1ty
10:00 1.m. Service
Trinity Prepatory Academy
Alom1 Av..u1 (bltwMll

Hall & Tuscawilla RDldsl

.

k.·--·-·--···--~!.'.8~=~-~·---·---~-~:.~.~~-··-·-····-·-·-·~?!!?.~~~··----~··--j

"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
tal<e care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second . They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.

Need Money For College?

4fl
rJ!!J

~·- Results Guaranteed! '~

We can find it.

"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-·mornings, afternoons qr
nights. My work hours fit around my class hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Accounting , Industrial Engineering, 1.S. or
Customer Service.

Call: Career Guidance Services

407 677-8383
"Providing Options & Opening Doors for your Future"

S f u.c:it: n-t fv'ln v·. . r., ~ / "
XTRA SPACE
MINI STORAGE
6493 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32B07
(407) 281 -4144

A

N

\

'

431

CdorWmll Or. \ (sot
IJODownlo.t

"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them . Get
what you need to get your diploma."

*

¥·mle

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS , see your school's career
development or job placement
center . UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

E·W

Eapwww.,

LILLIE M. HAND

I

Manager

1-

lo A.trport

BODYBUILDERS

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

PUMP HOUSE SUPPLEMENTS

P. o. Box 607803
Orlando, Florida

u·P-S DEL1·v·:ERS E'D;UrCATllD N

32860

1

Bri~ yoor bike to tbe

.I.I.KlWDAKS rQObile repair service Every Wetk)esday. 9- 2 pnJ. across frOO) tbe Wild Pizza-UCF cal"QPUS
.
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275~3976
Sales • Service • Rental
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Lightning close season with electricity
Tampa Bay goes into the history books with a few records to boast of from their inaugural-season
The Lightning put two pucks in the
net in the second period, then rode the
•
ra11y into the third period and put three
SOUND OF LIGHTNING more
points on the board. Bob Beers
In a fraction of a second, a flash of slapped the last-second shot into the
• lightning can strike the ground.
net, but it was scored after the buzzer.
In 1/10 of a second the Tampa Bay
This kind of determination pushed
Lightning lost the chance to skate to the Lightning to a final record of 23-53• one last victory over - or at least to a 7. They finished only two games short
tie - the St. Louis Blues April 15. St. of tying the record for wins by an exLouis, who was in danger of not mak- pansion team, set by Atlanta in the
" ing the playoffs for the first time in 14 1972-73 season. Tampa did capture
years, stopped the last-second goal and the record for most.road victories in a
took the home victory, 6-5.
first season with 11. Atlanta held the
The
Lightning
put
a
thrilling
cap
on
old record with 9 road wins.
...
Lightning head coach Terry Crisp
their inaugural season. The Blues
jumped out to an early lead and piled was happy about his team's end-ofon the goals, leading 5-0 mid-way season performance.
"I thought the third period was a great
• through the game. But with the determination which has marked their en- positive note for us to end on," Crisp said.
tire season, Tampa Bay refused to go 'The last 20 minutes, I think we played like
the team we've seen all season."
., down without a fight.

Jenny Duncanson

FREEDOM~Af"'
FROM~. O INq

Tampa Bay's first season began with
high voltage with the Lightning winning
14 of their first 36. Their surprising start
led to early talk of them making the
playoffs. They suffered in the last half of
the season with injuries, trades and no
permanent starting goalie.
Still, the Lightning did not play like a
typical expansion team. Tampa Bay's
statistics outshined fellow NHL expansion franchises, the Ottawa Senators
and the San Jose Sharks. The Lightning
won more games this year than the
Sharks and the Senators combined.
Lightning center Brian Bradley was
the biggest star for Tampa Bay, scor1ng 42 goals and assisting on 44 more.
This total puts him in the record books
for the most goals by any player on a
true expansion team. Further, Bradley
distinguished himself by being the
Lightning's only representative in the

All-Star game. Left wing Chris Kontos
added 27 goals. Kontos holds the honor
of scoring the first goal in the team's
history on Oct. 7, en route to a 7-3
victory over the Chicago Blackhawks.
Tampa Bay made memories from
the very beginning of training camp.
They skated to a preseason record of62-1. The Lightning go down in history
as the first professional team to allow a
female to play. Goalie Manon Rheaume
played in an exhibition game, then finished out her season with Tampa Bay's
farm team, the Atlanta Knights.
The team is already looking ahead to
next year. They will be playing in the
new Atlantic Division, looking for a
starting goalie and rebuilding their defense. The season begins again in October. The Lightning will continue to
play at Expo Hall in Tampa, but plan to
schedule several games in Orlando .

[~J[!J [E] (B[b] l§}
A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC -

[8J lQJ lQ]@J [g].
RESTAURANTS

SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS

•

TO BE HELD AT:

The Health Resource Center, l-2PM

•

ORIENTATION

•

ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
® Underst.::ind your habit: recording cigarettes

l
?......

3

5-26-93
'

6-2-93

§ Health effects of smoking
® Building motivation to quit

WANTING TO QUIT
® "Why Do You Smoke" Test
®

'®
®

®
®

Reconfirming decision to quit
Panel of ex-smokers
Help and support; contracts and rewards

For our newest location .
Grill operators & salespeople
Seeking hard working, outgoing. dependable people for a rapidly
expanding company. Benefits include: paid vacations every 6
months, major medical, dental, optical insurance, child care
reimbursement, and profit sharing.
Career Opportunities
Apply in person 12-6 daily
11749 E. Colonial Drive
Adjacent to Econolodge Motel corner of Alafaya Trail and Hwy 50.

6-16-93

Begin small groups and buddies
Triggers and alternative coping strategies--your pl.::in of .::iction

QUIT NIGHT

1

6-23-93

·D1$count
11

..

~

•

~

0

W"~i~~~w~!s~~P~!~~~ benefits of quitting

6-25-93

THE NEW YOU

6-30-93

OPEN
7 DAYS

-"

s1orqg~ ~.
11

Monrh To Month

• RESIDENT MANAGER & SECURITY SYSTEM
•FENCED, LIGHTED, CLEAN & PRIVATE

2875 FORSYTH RD
ORLANDO • WINTER PARK

678 - 1500

®
®

48-hour report
Relaxation skills
@ Learn to assert yourself

e

®

®

Lifestyle changes
Exercise and Weight Control
Social situations
Introduction of Maintenance

®
STAYING OFF
® More relaxation and exercise
® Coping 5tr.::itegies

l
~73-1668
EASTHWYSO

7-7-93

e New self-image

LET'S CELEBRATE

7

ii

Self

MORE STORAGE for LESS

• All SIZES RESIOENTIAl/ COMMERCIAl
• RV BOAT & EQUIPMENT OUTSIDE STORAGE
1;

~l

NOW
HIRING!

e Lifestyle shifts
e Evaluation of program

® Gradu.::ition .::ind celebrntion

UCf WELLNESS CENTER
823-5841

7-14-93

"We're Just Around
The Corner From Home"

7200 0 Id Cheney
Hwy. (Old Cheney
at Goldenrod)

FERN PARK

. _..................... @30-9396)
8226 S. Hwy 17-92
(1 mile N. of
Maitland .Exchange)

Sports
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We put the bullets aside, but we go out with a bang!

'

Dear readers:
A truce has been called We have put
as_ide.the pistols (0.K, dart guns) and will
uniteforonefinalcolumn, Officially Offsides
if you will.
Where shall we begin? This has been
an interesting year for sports: UCFs expected transition to Division 1-Ain football,
the water-ski team winning yet another
national title, Shaquille O'Neal'srookie season, the Orlando Magic flirting with the
NBAplayoffs, the birthoftheNHL'sTampa
Bay Lightning, the death of the Orlando
Thunder and most recently the resignation
ofUCF men's basketball coach, Joe Dean.
We've witnessed many exciting sporting
event.s,cheeredandjeeredsomethingevery
week and ticked offjust about everybody in
the process.
Mistakes?Yes, wfive made them. Who
could forget our publishing ofthe following
headline:CROSSCOUNTRYHEADLINE
GOES HERE. Or the mention of Hank
AaronasafamousmemberoftheNewYork
Yankees. But all in all, we're proud of the
work we've areomplished. Not bad for an
advertising/public relations major (Jenny)
and a radio/television major (Trace).
Apologies? We have NONE. We're not
sorry ifUCFs athletes, administrators or
coaches are upset with us because we're not
some rah-rah sports publication. We've
bruised. some egos this year, especially with
·someofourTen TrivialTidbitlist.s. Butthey
were always intended tD be in good fun. It's
t.oo bad some people take themselves t.oo
seriously to laugh at their mistakes.

Jenny Duncanson

Trace .Trylko

OFFSIDES

· OFFICIAL WORD · .

Speaking of which, the Future is often
faulted for error-plagued copy. The readers
must realize we are often at the mercy of
coaches, players and sports information
personnel. Our challenge to all involved
with UCF athletics: if you find a mistake,
point it out and we'll correct it. By the way,·
we haven't been called too often this year.
Back to the charge that we're too critical
ofUCF athletics: too bad. This is the real
world,notjusta trainingground.Abig-time
athletic program (and UCF is striving to be
one) should have it.s feet to the fire sometimes. Please, let's acknowledge that someone is responsible for both the victnries and
failures of all ofUCFs teams. And it is our
responsibility to report everything that
happens-the thrill ofvictnry and the agony
of defeat. We can only hope there is more.
success on the horizon.

Besides, most of what this section publishes is·positive. Our challenge for doubters: prove otherwise.
Have we met our readers interest?
We're not quite sure'. Most readership surveys indicate UCF athletics are heldin little
regard, yet we continue to cover"Our Home
Team. "We like to think that we are helping
to stimulate interest in our teams; we think
they all deserve support. Ill addition, many
surveyed respondent.s say they don'tgenerally read another newspaper, hence our
coverage of the Magic, World Cup and the
Lightning. We hope you have enjoyed all
the coverage.
Thanks! Before we ponder our journalistic fate, we'd like to extend some thank
you's. First, thanks to all our reader8. We
appreciateyourcomment.s,suggestionsand,
most of all, ·support .

Our thanks also goes out to those mem- ~
hers of UCFs athletic community who cooperated with our staffs effort.s to write
game and feature stories. Your profession- ,
alism has been appreciated.
One final note of gratitude to our
photo god, Mike DeHoog. Despite all our
razzing about his photographic abilities,,
our section would not have been as exciting without the moments he captured on
film. (But Mike, please do something
with that hair!)
And what about The Future? We're
n~t quite sure. The Future's forecast is
uncertain (publishing once a week, etc.), so
we're not sure we'll be back. We would like
to see all ofUCFs teams do well (which will
give us plenty of exciting things to write
about)andget the recognition they deserve.
Division 1-A, ready or not, here we come! f- .
We'llconcludethiscolumn. Youknow,
we do have to get back to editing the final
issue of the semester.
~}
We've made somemist.akes and we hope
to improve upon them next year. However,
we apologize for NOTHING.
Good luck, Knights, in the off-season.
Stand and cheer UCF students, faculty
and staff, for The Future Sport.s Section has
served you well.
And until our next i e remember the sports beat goes on!
Yours in sport.s,

MAGIC FLYING HIGH

WHAT'S ON
FRIDAY
Men's Golf- Billy Hithcock Inv. Auburn, Ala. thru Sunday
Baseball- @College of Charleston 2:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
Crew- State ~vents @ Tampa
Baseball- dh @College of Charleston 1 p.m.
Rugby- Men vs. USF 2 p.m.
Women vs. USF4p.m.

OVER THE
SUMMER
Baseball
May 1- @South Florida 7 p.m.
May 2- dh @South Florida 1 p.m.
May 7-@ Florida International 7 p.m. May 8- dh @Florida International 1 p.m.
May 14- TAAC Tournament begins

Women's Golf
May - NCAA Regionals @Baton Rouge, La.
May - NCAA Finals @Athens, Ga.

Men's Golf
May - NCAA Regionals TBA
June- NCAA Finals @Lexington, Ky.

Crew
May 9- Nationals@ Philadelphia

Men's and Women's Rugby
June- Todd Miller Sevens Rugby Tournament

The Magic continue to keep their playoff hopes alive. Saturday's
finale with Atlanta could push Orlando into the playoffs. <o.~FuruREJ

MEET TH& DIAMOND KNIGHTS' GABBY ANGULO page 9
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erusing the wide
array of CDs that
cross my desk
each week, it has
become startlingly obvious
that a number of rock 'n'
roll and rap groups take
great pleasure in shocking
and even offending acertain insecure segment of
the American public. In the past this was usually
facilit~ted bythe use of explicit lyrics; however, as
of late. not only have bands been using explicit
lyrics but also what some would call almost obscene album-cover artwork.

For example the photographs and artwork you
see here are what some people might call .. art of
questionable taste." But. then again, beauty is·in
the eye of the beholder, and what gives anyone
the right to say something isn't art?
Come now, take a closer look at some of this
slightly odious but interesting artwork.
The largest, and large is an under~tatement. of
our exhibits comes to us courtesy of the band
Tool. Now before you lose your lunch, it is only fair
to evaluate all this alluring visual stimuli objectively. Just imagine what kind of self-esteem the
lovely model Laurie Ann Arden must possess to
bare her sole and much more on the jacket of
"Under Tow."
Yes, the lovely Laurie seems to have ~omething
many of us lack - being at peace with herself.
Let's stroll from the arms of the lovely Laurie to
the much darker side of some album artwork.
Here is the disturbing image of a burning monk
from the self-titled album "rage against the machine." During the Viet Nam Conflict several
Buddhist monks set themselves ablaze to protest
the inhumanity of war. It is one man's final state-

F2
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~Takya

~Disneyland

Auditions
Oriental Land Co. is seeking the following performers for
Tokyo Disneyland Park:
Female Dancers
Female Singers Who Dance
Male & Female Musical Thearre Performers
Ragtime Pianists
Male Jamaican/Caribbean/Reggae Style Singers
(Sebastian from The Lillie Mermaid styles)
Country/Western Two Piece Duos
(Fiddle & Guitar Players Who Sing)
6 or 8 months in Tokyo, Japan from September '93 to April '94
Beginning date and length of contract varies based on show assignment
Salary, per diem, air transportation and American style
accommodations provided

l

Walt Disney World Co. Resort Entertainment Production Facility
1503 Live Oak Lane -- Lake Buena Vista*

'

Orlando -- Friday, May 21
9:00AM MALE MUSICAL THEATRE PERFORMERS
9:00AM RAGTIME PIANISTS
9:00AM MALE JAMAICAN/CARIBBEAN/REGGAE STYLE SINGERS
11 :OOAM COUNIR Y/WESTERN TWO PIECE DUOS

\

Orlando -- Saturday, May 22
9:00AM FEMALE SINGERS WHO DANCE
9:00AM FEMALE MUSICAL THEATRE PERFORMERS
12:00AM FEMALE DANCERS
DIRECTIONS: 1-4 East or West to Lake Buena Vista Exit (#27) --Take State Road 535 North to
Hotel Plaza Blvd. -- turn left -- Hotel Plaza Blvd. to Buena Vista Drive -- turn right -- Buena Vista
Drive to Live Oak Lane -- turn left-- go throught next intersection (Vista Dr.) -- building is on
left -- use rear entrance.

Once you've fini~hcd wilh your laxlbooks, why pock 'em

· around. Research shows you'll probably rYevor open !hem
ogain. Cmh lhern in while lhey sli!I have rnorkel value.

~uH

SELL YOUR BOOKS
We buy all books with c:urrent nrnrkct value

•.11•

.

******

EUYBA.CI<

APRIL 26TH THROUGH MAY ?TH

•

REQUIREMENTS:
Must be at least age 18
Bring non-returnable picture and resume
Dancers must be strong in jazz, ballet and tap -- wear or bring dance attire and shoes,
combinations taught
Singers prepare two selections appropriate to yoUI style
Bring vocal sheet music in your key, accompanist provided -- no tapes
Singers must have dance ability
Ragtime pianists prepare a three minute presentation
Country/Western duos prepare a 5 minute presentation

***"X**

If you have questions, contact Walt Disney World Audition information at 4071345-5701, Monday
through Friday (except holidays) lOAM - 1PM and 2PM - SPM Eastern Time.

EN'l'ER THE

11

IT 1 S ACADEMI C.11 FREE TEXTBOOK DRAW I NG !

©The Walt Disney Company

--·-

YOU MAY WIN TEXTBOOKS FOR EITBER SUMMER OR FALL CLASSES

---~.

-!

·'

(LIMITED TO BOOKS WE HAVE IN-STOCK)
!T 1 S ACADEMIC IS LOCATED NEX'11 TO McDONALDS

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

Belz Factory
·Outlet World

OUTLET·
l.L
All Ne"" Sho""!

A' RRNATIVE
LASER STATIC
The best in alternative music takes to the cosmos
thanks to the help of WXXL's Surfer Dave
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alter~ative Laser Static
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - RUSH
Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - RUSH
1 0:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - _PINK FLOYD - The Wall
Sealing is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
~

~"~t~

-,G<(,,~'\
(.,

Mall 2
363-4670

10''.>/co student discount on re~ular ·merchandise with UCF-ID----·

SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE
Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs

Busch
&
Busch Light

49
Specials Good

Thru 4/28/93

12 pack
Copenhagen Croll) $2.50

Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel

Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, Fl 32803 • 407-896-7151 ,
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/ .4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park.

Located RIGHT ACROSS
FROM UCF in between
12223 University Blvd.
Kinko's and
UCF Credit Union
823-9370

1

•
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Devito film 'Bears' balance and brilliance
I

"Jack the Bear" ·is a simple
story about a middle-aged man and his
sons coping with life after the loss of
their mother.
Many filmgoers might see it as
overwhelmingly depressing and boring.
There could be nothing further from the
truth.
Jack The Bear," a compelling
drama, is one of the most emotional and
moving films I have seen in recent
memory.
Don'tgetmewrong, the film has
wonderful comedy throughout but in a
more realistic sense.
The film, seen through the eyes
of young Jack <Robert Steinmiller JrJ,
tells the storyofa struggling family trying
to maintain the humor and love in their
lives in 1960s San Francisco.
DannyDeVttoiswonderfulasJohn
Danny DeVito is John Leary and Robert J. Steinmiller,Jr., and Miko Hughes are
Leary, alate nighthorrorfilm host who leads
his sons Jack ard Dylan in·the touching film "JACK THE BEAR."(cwtesyltwenie~Uylox)
alifeofchildish hurror'Nithhiskids shadowed
Ojthe tragic loss of their mother ... his wife.
Batman Returns." When his son Jack greatest, but it is .the brilliant
DeVrt:o portrays the sadness of his life
through his somberness when dealing with invites a girl over to the ho1.,Jse for dinner, perfonnances of the two young sons
the kidnapping of one of his children and his DeVito's character through his good JackandDylanthatprovidetheemotional
determination in protecting them from the naturedness and chann creates what · backbone of the film.
Steinmiller as Jack takes on
diabolical actionsofNazi-supporterNoonan the happy youngster describes as ,j a
perfect
evening".
At
another
point
he
responsibilitywhentheseeminglychildish
Strick <Gary Sinisel
DeVito also plays to his usual takes his three-year-old son Dylan <Miko John fails .to accomplish his chores as a
audience through comedy. But this is a · Hughes) trick-or-treating dressed up as parent. This responsibility comes
overwhelmingly in the support of Dylan,
more heartfelt humor yet with the same a gigantic bunny rabbit.
The
performance
is
DeVito's
and
the most emotionally powerful
intensity portrayed in the Penguin of
11

•
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Early April: The Station heats up
as Firehose swings onto stage

F

..

irehose. that spunky trio from San Pedro, came to the Station earlier this
month. Yes. I'm talking about the Station, the place where the Deep
Purple snare drum is enshrined in glass and Quiet Riot backstage passes
are laminated on the railings above the urinals. So it wasn't surprising to
find a large number of disgruntled people who had mistakenly thought that the glam
metal band FireHOUSE was scheduled to play. Firehouse is the band who brought ·
us such classics as "Baby, Don't Treat Me Bad." It was a pathetic sight to watch
the herd of metal lovers storm out of the club. cursing those fun-loving, flannel
wearers for playing their crappy music in an establishment so rich in the "hard rock"
tradition.
The local band Disco Biscuit opened the show, and I would have much
rather listened to disco. "Flowers in my mind" and "Cesspools under your
eyes" are just a sample of their nauseating lyrics. They also performed a song
about the homeless and cal!ed George Bush a dictator. It was indeed
disheartening to see them utilize a MIDI-enhanced keyboard worth over two
grand while singing about having nothing to eat and no place to sleep.
Pegalegasus. a band from Austin, Texas. followed the Biscuit. and I would
have rather watched a poodle vomit. A combination of.John Denver and Rush
was how my good friend. Brian Costello, described them.
Firehose took the stage. and everything seemed right in the world. Relying heavily on th~ir new release. Mystery Machine Operator. they churned out frantic
versions of stop-and-start. groove heavy tunes. Mike Watt. who is well over thirty
and now resembles an aging plumber. slapped. beat. pulled and punished his bass
much to the audience's pleasure. His presence demanded attention. and his
bandmates struggled to keep up.
"Down with the Bass ignited some sporadic moshing. but Firehose kept
the Chuck Taylor-wearing crowd in continual confusion by suddenly stopping
the music and muttering something unintelligible about their gonads. Or
maybe it was their grandmother. And when Watt serenaded the crowd with
his epic ballad "Walking the Cow," it was clear that this band is destined for
great things. "Chemical Wire" was another standout that revealed the
virtuosity of both Ed, the singer/guitarist, and the drummer. who bore a
striking similarity to Beeker of the Muppets.
Although some newcomers may have found the band erratic and uninteresting,
longtime Firehose fans could appreciate the intensity with which the songs were
perfonned. They did a Butthole Surfers' cover, and Mike even played with his
teeth. Firehose obviously love what they do. and when someone requested
Brave Captain, Watt dismissed the jukebox mentality and simply stated. "Why
don't we surprise you?" The unexpected antics bf Firehose were well worth the
seven bucks paid to get in the Station. But don't ask those Firehouse fans.
11

11

11

• jarrett keene
central florida future

scenes of the film come from this.
The most emotional aspect of the
film by far is the young Dylan played by
Hughes. On_the first day of school when
Jack takes him to school because his father
oversleeps. Dylan cri_es for his daddy. In
another scene his brother takes him near
the dogs next door Cv.hich he is afraid ofl to
make him stop complaining afterwhich he
replies crying. "Thank you." These scenes
as it might be to others is very realistic. <My
brother and I. too. are separated by many
years. but when I look back I wish I had
appreciated him more and ~ould gladly
defend him Clike the character Jack) against
anything.)
This along with the family love
keeping these three fnen together is
what makes this film so compelling.
The balance between this
heartfelt comedy and tense drama
creates an unbelievable centerpiece for
the film. Jack's hazy and shadowed
flashbacks of his mother's love and death
and Dylan's kidnapping by the Nazi Strick
give the film added strength as does the
film's moral and believable ending.
"JackThe Bear" is a brilliant acting
foray with tour-de-force performances by .
DeVito. Steinmiller and Hughes. ·This
excellent film is not to be missed.
o tim wassberg
central ·florida future
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"Cheese-mllk's leap toward lmmortallty. "--C//ftdn Fadlman

J~~l!JJ& q;'W
lJ-nce upon a time, there.lived

an adorable little white mouse
named Squeaky.. One day he was
scurrying about happily. His tiny
pink nose wiggled as he sniffed
the air in search of food. When
suddenly, he happened upon a
tasty morsel of cheese.
Squeaky's favorite! The treat was
attached to a large and deadly
mouse tmp. Uh oh! Squeaky
eagerly snatched the cheese
and ... Oh happy day! The trap
didn't go offi Squeaky got away!

:
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© Anthony Rubino, Jr.. 1993

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

, l9tliu (1/,;/ibcen/S; J~~ Wdd ~.
''T.llilllly and His Tapeworm''
"Friendless Doug and His Slimy Pet Slug"
"Betsy The Cow Meets The Stun Hammer''
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COUNSELOR/TEACHERS
Spring
Graquates

Writers Wanted

THERE ARE REWARDS...

We are looking for students interested in
sharpening their writing skills in all areas:

If you enjoy the outdoors, are adept
skills. Child care experience/college
at camping, hiking and sports
degree are preferred.
activmes, and can positively
We offer a starting salary of $15,300
inftuence people, we invite you to
and comprehensive benefits,
pursue a rewarding future as one of
including room and board, life/
our Counselor/Teachers. As
medical insurance, and paid
a leader in quality programs llll!lli111
vacations and holidays. For
for youth-at-risk, we have
consideration, please call
immediate LIVE-IN positions
our Staff Recruiter at .
available in our year-round
l ·800·222· 1473 or send your
wilderness camps in FL, NC,
resume to: ECKERD FAMILY
TN, RI, VT and NH. You'll be
YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC.,
a role model for troubled
P.O. Box 7450, Clearwater, FL
1m11111m
kids, ages 10 to 17, which
34618·7450.
An EOE, M/F,
111111111111
requires a positive attitude
Drug-free workplace.
l'lllllDUIU
and strong communication

news
features
sports
opinion/editorial

•

M

These positions will begin working as of the
Fall of1993. All students
welcome. Call 823-6397
for further information.

Mobil Su~er HP Oil Change

•n

·Up To 5 Qts. of 011
• New Oil Filter
• 9 Point car check

...AND THEN THERE ARE 'REWARDS.
BREAK THE CYCLE: CHANGE YOUNG LIVES.
Students Celebrate your Graduation with

p ep~
.. (Ka'3

at Mariner's Village
E. Michigan St. and S. Conway
a Walk-Jn Medical Clinic

ITALIANRESTAURANT

Debra J. Adkins, M.D.

PROFESSIONAL PERSONALIZED CARE

2 miles north of UCF
on Alafaya Trail

\ Serving lunch between 11: AM - 2:30 PM \
Yout choice of a special graduation
lunch buffet or Peppino 's dinner menu

• General Practice
• Workers Compensation
•GYN
• Physical Examinations
• Minor Emergencies
•-All Ages
Monday - Friday

8:30 AM-6 PM
Saturday
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM

Serving dinner between
5:00 PM and 10:30 PM

GYNEXAM
$40.00
withthisad

w

Conwav

I

380-9223
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Semoran 436

N

The patient or other pexson responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay or cancel payment for any other services, exam or treatment
performed ·as a result of and within 72 hours of respondil)g to this
advertisement.

f arties of 6 or rrwre please call 365-4774 for reservations.

Complimentary piece of chocolate mousse
with meal for Spring '93 UCF Grads

s

A

~Jlr'flht

One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call us about,our move-in specials
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
( 407) 365-8388
•Windows in Eveiy Kitchen • Sand Volleyball
• Baskettiall
• Screened Patio
• Free Basic Cable Service
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Washer/ Diyer Available
•Tennis
•Shuttle Buses Available
• Racquetball

From University Bouleyard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard:
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods Blvd.

University Blvd.

at Crazy Wings

After 11 PM pitchers

THURSDAYS:

· $3.50 for everyone

Ladies drink FREE
Bud & Bud Light Draft from
9 - 11 PM

• No cheap beer
•No small cups

•

LIVE REGGAE BAND
Dean & University 677-1004

Editorial Positions opening up for _F all of 1993:
Opinion Editor: Responsible for opinion writers and cartoonists. Must write biweekly staff editorial.
Copy Editor: Responsible for reading everything that goes into the future, checking
it for grammatical, punctuatioIJ.al, spelling and AP style errors.
For more information on either of these positions, call Bill at 823-6397.

TAKf TH[ Kns.
CAll A CAB.
TAU A STANO.
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Hard to believe, Reich in pursuit of happiness
For a local band to get signed. it often takes long. hard work and
dedication. The Goods. a Miami band. decided to convey the hardship of
this in their new album. 5 Steps to Getting Signed. This se~-proclaimed rock
~ is a good try at being humorous with some attempt at paying music.
Two years ago The Goods was named one of the best local bands in
Miami, and this title was 'Nell deserved. However. with this nevv album, it
seems as if the band has made an album for the critics and old people who
own recording companies. while they claim that this album is for the fans.
Iwon't describe anyofthe songs because they are all too silly and hoaky
tovvrite about. The majority of the songs are ballad-rock-type garbage with
lots of romble harmonizing with equally bad lyrics.
This ridiculous voyage through the recording industry is onlyfunnywhen
you can laugh at the band's stupidity. It's sad what a band's perseverance
for fame can.do to their muse. This album isn't even worth a listen to. Don't
make a mistake at buying this sad attempt at a rock opera. Please don't
let this band get signs.
• justin best
central florida future

.,

SACRED REICH: Phil Rind, Wiley Arnett, Dave McClain and Jason Rainey.

The Pursuit of Happiness
(courtesyniouywood)

The Downward Road
Few things in life annoy me more than when I can't make up my mind.
The Dovvnward Road annoyed me. not because the music was bad. but
rather because I couldn't make up my mind if I liked it.
So I listened to it a few times, relaxed and thought long and deep about
it. Finalo/. I came to the conclusion: I like it. So what if the music is a bit
monotonous: the band has agreat sense of humor. and it makes me laugh.
i The·Pursuit of Happiness is probabo/ best known for their 1986 single
· "I'm All Adult Now." a rather interesting and humorous song about how
,you can't do anything fun once you're an a9ult. The Downward Road is
~ basically an hour long version of this single. The subject matter changes
somewhat from song to song.
Musically. The Pursuit of Happiness is medium-distortion. guitar-based
1rock, with mixed male and female harmonies. They are all decent musicians
Ibut lack anything that wouk::l qualify them as outstanding. The sixteen cuts
ron The Downward Road are all pretty similar musically; the band does not
do much experimenting with its sound.
What impressed me the most. though. was the barn's approach to
song vvtiting. There is no mushy sentiment on The Downward Road, you
can bet. Instead, the band takes a different approach to dealing with topcs
like love. as titles like "Heavy tv1etal Tears" and "Love Theme From
TPOH" imply.
So, if you can appreciate a deviation from seriousness, then The
Downward Road may be what you are looking for.

I

• dave bauer
central florida future

Haid fo Believe

•

Ladies Only! The Future, in cooperation with Universal Pictures, is
offering free passes to a special sneakj preview of the new movie

Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story
Stop by the trailer next to the art domes on the corner of Libra and
Gemini and answer the following question:
What does Bruce Lee have in common with the character Cato from
the old television series The Green Hornet?
Only 50 passes available reserved for ladies only!

Gene Simmons was right. Rock-n-roll is a drug. You start
simple, something like Kiss Corin my case. theJ. Geils Band). You
like that for awhile. butthen you find that you need something more.
Soon you were scoring Devo or Men at Work. then U2 or The Cure
and before you know it, the only fix that works anymore is punk
rock, or in extreme cases, Deicide or Napalm Death.
My point is this: in the 1970s there were a lot of Kiss fans. Many
of these kids followed the aforementioned path. and some, like
Kurt Cob9in or the Melvins. started ·bands of their own. Now the
Kiss Anny is in theirtwenties. and many have come full circle. which
prompted the need for this CD.
Hard to Believe is fifteen alternative bands covering Kiss songs
(brilliant). It's punk rockers coming to terms with their past.
To hear Kurt Cobain of Nirvana sing lyrics like "You really like
my limousine I You like the way the wheels roll" is alone worth the
price of admission. Coffin Break gives "Beth" a Ramones treatment.
The lead singer of Hullabaloo has the "Kiss Alive W' stage
dialogue down pat: "I know everybody's hot. evcrybc,J/ s got
ROCK-N-ROLL PNEUMONIA! So let's call the doctor. DOCTOR
LOVE!!"
But everything on this CD pales in comparison to the Melvins'
hilarious rendition of "God of Thunder." The Melvins understood
better than anyone else that the humor in this is in the music. In the
middle of" God ofThunder." the drummer does a Peter Criss-style
drum solo. with every drum-solo cliche thrown in fer good measure
(i.e. making the drums sound like a train leaving the station).
This is very hard to find. CIt took me about six months to find itJ
but you can order it direct for $12 from:
C/Z Records
1407 E. Madison #41
• brian costello
Seattle, WA 98122.
central florida future
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Book
Reviews

R E S E R V E 0 F F I C E R S'

Look forward to the
future with confidence.
Enroll in Army ROTC, an
elective that's different
from any other college
course. ROTC offers handson leadership training. Training that
gives you experience and helps build

self-confidence, character
and management skills. All
the credentials employers
.look for. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requires about 4 hours
per week. It will put
your life on a whole
new course.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE

COURSEYOtJ CAN TAKE.

We can help
you find

MONEY
FOR·
COLLEGE
' ~ All undergraduate and graduate
students are eligible for financial aid.
GET MONEY FOR NEXT SEMESTER NOW!
Put your mind at ease.
Call

426-5509

to:

Please include your phone number

•

))EY,~!!A§Y'S

Arbour Village... Nature'§ Be·a uty Surrounds You.

7660 University Boulevard
(407) 679·6600

The freshness Qf coumry living wirh the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement. Arbour Village. Just
·
walking distance to UCF.

END OF SCHOOL

.Oversized walk-in closets
• Sma·ll pets accepted
·
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

•

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 Ma~Kay Boule~ • . OrlandO, Florida 32s26

.

.

ii fi

®

•

( 407) 282-7333

Panama Jack
Resort Services
and Sports

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S HOTTEST
BAND " SHOCK LIZZARD "

* All Domestic Liters $ 2.50
*Miller Lite Bottles $ 1.50
*Prizes & Give Aways

is now hiring ENERGENIC PEOPLE!
Come work with us at the finer Hotels
and Resorts in the Orlando and Lake
Buena Vista Areas.

LOVE'S BLOOD

•

CALL US TODAY 345-1089

7 428 University Blvd.
University Square Plaza

Hours: Tues, Fri

We cOpy all night
For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We know
tbat there ar~ times when you'll find
yourself working around the clock to get
an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24
hours a day... every day.

& Sat 9-6PM

Wed & Thurs
9-8PM

·1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - 1
1 COLOR SERVICE

Hair Cut Special

$6.00

I

I

(Reg. $8)

I
I
I
I
I

Come into the Kink.o's listed between lOpm and 7am and save on
in-store, self-serveMacintosh®computerrental time. One coupon per
customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through May 31, 1993.

1 · open 24 hours
I · 658-9518

ki·n'·~g•s®
ft

Walk-ins
Welcome

677-0768

$12.50

Save Save Save

(Reg. $18)

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

- - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

Fingers First!
Sculpture Or Tips
FullSet $28
,
•

(Reg. $40)

Fills

.

$19.50

(Reg. $22)

Nail Art Available

• bill cushing
editor in chief

o~ write

((1111&111111111

Arbour Village Apartn1ents

.2 laundry facilities
· • 2 swimming pools
. • Professional management
• fxercise Room

•

or Brevard 633-9808

24 hoursn days toll free

Call CPT Angel A. Morales
823-2430

• bill cushing
editor in chief

Before there was Amy Fisher,
there was Patricia Ann Columbo.
Patricia, however, was the kind of
young lover who could have given
Amy a few lessons.
A young, innocent-looking, teenage daughter of a loving family
from a upper-class neighborhood
of Elk Villag~. Ill.,
·Columbo was . sentenced in
Augus~ of 1977 to 200 to 300
years for the grisly murder·of her
family along with 37-year-old Frank
Deluca (what is it with these older
Italian guys and these milk-white
suburban teenagedgirls?), a drifter
with a questionable background.
However, did she really do it?
In hisnewestworkbasedon atrue
crime, Chicago-rntiveClarkHaNard
explores the possibilities. He researches both the case and the trial
and interviews people who are involved and on the periphery. And,
after almost two years of work,
HONard offers his own interpretation
oftheonequestion that always seems
to linger long after all the hoopla
surrounding such cases: why.

C0 R P S

ONE COURSE
THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE
OF YOUR LIFE.

TO GIVE 11-IEM LIGHT
This month the world notes
the 50th anniversary of the Jewish
uprising in the ghettoes of Warsaw,
Poland, and UCF currently is
commemorating the brutality of the
Holocaust on its main walls of the
k:tbyfloor.
However, what of the
Jewish peq>le before the events of
the 1940s? How did the Jews particularlytheorthodoxpractitioners
of the religion and the life in Eastern
Europe- live, behave and interact?
Thanks to Roman Vishniac,
a photographer of the early part of
this century, the world has
innumerable chronicles of the lives
andconditionsofthese people. Now,
in "To Give Them Light" - a title
taken from a quote in The Book of
Exodus, Marion Wiesel has collected
andcreatedatravelogueoftheJewish
life in Poland and other Eastern
European cities and towns.
Vishniac's photographic
statements are powerful indeed,
whether it 1s the smiling faces of
young Talmudic students at rest or
the steady gaze of elderly men and
·women. His subjects are
unsympathetic, hard-working,
enduring, and they ask no quarter.
They seem to reflect the
two thousand years of endured
oppression with stoic nonchalance;
they refuse to abandon the teachings
andwaysoftheirlife. His subjects are
theJewishpeople buthis background
is everywhere: larger cities and rural
farm>.Hiscameraworkis iITf)ecccble:
he has the eye for background that
Ansel Adams had and the sensitivity
of Walker Evans.
With an introduction by
Wiesel's literary hus~and. Elie,-and a
," brief biographical note by Vishniac' s
daughter Mara, this is a work which
truly memorializes a people through
the eyes of aman who knew and was
one of them.

·r R A I N I N G

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

1

Perm Special
$

1
I
I
.
I o~~\\'3\1
I V \:;1-\.1'3
I

26
95
(Reg. $38)
•

Includes
•

•

Cut & F1msh

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

1
1

I

I
I
I

'
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FREE

LSAT
CLASS ,\NU I' HACTI CE EX.\:'il
SATURDAY, i\lay l
2 pm - G pm
Holiday Inn, UCF
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LOOKING FOR WORK???

•
}

NORRELL SERVICES
IS LOOKING FOR YOU!!
NO CONTRACT
NO FEE
FULL AND PART TIME
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - 100 NEEDED CUSTOMER SERVICE OUTBOUND CALLERS
TO WORK AT A FORTUNE 500 COMPANY IN
THE MAlTLAND AREA.
ALSO AVAILABLE:

•

*Secretarial

*Fork Lift Operator

*Office Automation

*Convention Set-Up

*Data Processing

*Electronic Technicians

*Banking

*Mechanical Assemblers

*Telemarketing

*Product Checkers/lriventory

·

*Customer Service Representatives

WINTER PARK/CLERICAL
64 7-8007

ORLANDO/INDUSTRIAL
843-6434

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
---------------------•

• CQlQNJAL fl.FA 1\A
A DlZl:"'T'
L• ~ l
11500 E. COLONIAL DR (E. HWY. 50)
Across the road from the
"FRAT HOUSE"

NOW OPEN FRIDAY NOON TO 8 PM
SAT & SUN 8 AM - 5 PM

Everyone co.n se!! ~
Spaces from just $2.00 for Garage ·Sales
550 PAVED & COVERED SPACES

DlflLLE
The film industry's blockbuster
season is quickly approaching. This
summer brings tales of dinosaurs,
mountain climbers and neo-reality
film stars who bolt from the screen
and bring moviegoers back into their
realm. These films pledge to offer a
great deal forthe anxious moviegoer.
The spectacular special effects ~nd
big names in these films will no doubt
draw in the public.

Jurassic Park
Steven Spielberg's dinosaur epic
from the best-selling Michael
Chrichton novel has the biggest hype
of all the summer films.
The special effects created by
Industrial Ught and Magic employ
nevv digital techniques to recreate
the full scale dinosaurs.
The film was shot oo location in
Hawaii which was engulfed by Hunicane lniki during filming last summer.
It is rumored that Spielberg filmed the
storm for a similar scene featured in
the movie.
Staning Sam Neill, Laura Dem,
Jeff Goldblum and Sir Richard
Attenborough, the film probes the
horror and adventures that occur
when DNA-cloned dinosaurs run
amuck in a biological theme park

The Last Action Hero
John McTieman C"The Hunt For
RedOctober")directsthisfilmabout
a movie star who jumps from the
theater screen and pulls a young boy
into his adventures.
Arnold Schwarzenegger, the film
industry's top money making commodity, stars in this action-comedy.
The film jumps from story to story
with Schwarzenegger as different
characters. At one point, it is rumored, Schwarzenegger is sitting
atop a horse repeating Hamlet's "To

Be or Not to Be" soliloquy and a
castle blows up behind him.

Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as a fictional movie hero in
''The Last Action Hero" with Austin O'Brien. (courtesytcolumbia)
is anything like the actual film, this will
be one of the most amazing location
films ever shot.
The movie which stars Stallone,
Janine Tumer, Michael Rooker and
John Lithgowfollows atale of kidnapping, revenge and murder in the dizzying altitudes of one of the highest
mountain ranges in the world.
Other smaller films will also be
competing for the box office jackpot
this summer.

Cliffhanger

The Coneheads

Director Renny Harlin C" Die
Hard 2") shot this hair-raising
Sylvester Stallone action-adventure in the Italian Alps.
If the theatrical trailer which featuresslow-flyingverticalshotsdown
thesideofthemountainconsumedin
a snowstorm, exploding helicopters
and vertigo shots of actors dangling
thousandsoffeetooove jagged rocks

This film staning DanAykroyd and
Jane Curtin brings the alien family
back togetherfortheiradventures on
Earth. If the film keeps with the great
humor and has decent special effects, it shouk::f be a substantial hit.

Hot Shots Part Deu.x
Stalling Charlie Sheen, Valerie
Golin~. Lloyd Bridges and Richard

Crenna, this movie takes on the

·--------------------------.,_,--------------~·

QC COMPUTER

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

This is an adaptation of the John
Grisham novel starring Tom Cruise
and Jeanne Trippelhom Cthe psychotic psychiatrist in .. Basic Instinct").
It may sound like "Presumed Innocent" but, in actuality, it's a gritty
action picture about the Mafia corrupting a law firm, while a young
attorney fights against it.

Rising Sun

TEL: 679-3551

AnotherChrichton adaptation, this
film stars Sean Connery and Wesley
Snpes in a tale of espionage in the
land of sushi, high definition television
and bonzai trees.

2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

Econo
Lodge. University

Super Mario Bros
The movie stars Bob Hoskins
as Mario and Dennis Hopper and
has the look of "Blade Runner"
but the intelligence of "Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles."'

UCF Graduation Rate
Orlando. Florida 32817

The Finn

The adaptation of Stephen King's
best selling novel stars Ed Hanis,
Bonnie Bedelia and Max Von Sydow
and follows the actions of a Satanic
Chint...hint) antique shop owner who
has in-stock whatever his customers
wish for in exchange for their souls.

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS tl.22

JO

Sharon Stone stars as a vulnerable book editor who moves into an
apartment where there are hidden
cameras in every rooffi, recording
her every move. This film sounds like
it's going to test the sexual bounds of
"Basic Instinct."

Needful Things

aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

$ 34

Sliver

The story of the ultimate young
troublemaker stars Walter Matthau
as Mr. Wilson .The kid who plays the
Menace looks and sounds annoying
as hell which is probably to producer
John Hughes' advantage.

NORB KOLB, MGR.

11731 E. Colonial De.

"Rambo 11 genre. If they can avoid
using the same jokes like "Airplane 2: The Sequel" did, the film
should be thoroughly entertaining
and profitable.

Dennis The Menace

{407) 380-8888 or {407) 679-8705

--

F7

Phone
(407) 273-1500
Reserv. 1-800-874-1156

Bonnie Bedelia, Max van Sydow and Ed Harris in
Stephen King's "Needful Things." {courtesytcolumbia)

• tim wassberg
central florida future
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CONGRATULATIONS
UCF GRADS!
WE PRINT
OUR RESUME ON
EVERY CAN

Address

.,

Name
Title

Experience
References
{

_. If Bud~eiser is already your regular beer we'd like to say thanks for the

business. If it's not, then we'd like to apply for the job.
Of course our resume can only tell you who we are. To
discover just how good we taste, we suggest you set
up a personal interview.
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